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ABSTRACT

A bibliography is formed by collecting national and international articles, books and thesis that were written about Hellenistic Age Sculpture. In the study, firstly a list about national and international periodical publications, archeology magazines that are published in Universities and antique sources was prepared and then scanned. Bibliographic tags were collected from books, articles, and thesis that were written about Hellenistic Era and Sculpture. Thesis Catalogue of YÖK is scanned. A research was conducted in the centers of areas that have important sculpture models in Anatolia and around Anatolia. The research is started with searching important sculpture models and Hellenistic Age city.

In this project content, at first step, a bibliography which is divided into regions, topics or eras is wanted to form with the help of data. It is needed to make a comprehensive distinction in the name of books and articles to make a reliable work because topics are told intricate. It is thought that this study will be helpful for researches that would be conducted on Hellenistic Age Sculpture for bibliography and statistical evaluations.
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